PRELIMINARY ROAD AND DRAINAGE PLAN
FOR
FAY RIDGE
A PORTION OF SECTIONS 29, 32, & 33, TOWNSHIP 26 N., RANGE 07 E., W.M.
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

SCALE: 1" = 50'
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NOTES:

1. DISPERSION TRENCH
2. ROCK-LINED DITCH

VARIANCE NOTE

FRONTAGE OFFSITE ROADWAY SECTION

CONTACT: TOM YOUNG

1122x2005 to 1133x2020

799x173 to 818x173

1623x1385 to 1632x1385

33400 8TH AVE S., SUITE 230
FEDERAL WAY, WA 98003

FAY RIDGE

KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON

SHERIFF'S MAPS, WASHINGTON

2P WALLACE AZURE NORTHWEST, LLC

4/11/21

PRELIMINARY ROADWAY SECTIONS

1219x173 to 1238x173

14x28 to 32x32

726x1971 to 737x1987

111x1432 to 119x1432

1288x2334 to 1306x2334

114x2237 to 122x2237

525x2204 to 539x2204

92x2237 to 100x2237

857x128 to 875x128

344x2047 to 355x2062

1517x2132 to 1528x2147

195x62 to 213x62

870x104 to 888x104
PRELIMINARY WATER PLAN
FOR
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KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON
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